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1815 Wedgetail Circle, Parkerville, WA 6081

Area: 2 m2 Type: Residential Land
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$560,000

Are you looking for an exceptional slice of Parkerville paradise? Do you want seclusion, exclusivity, and vast potential

within a coveted Hills' locale? This canvas of land beckons a big dreamer to bring their property dreams to life, and the

current owners have even begun to clear some of the land for your build. While neighouring properties have been built

out, this hidden gem has patiently awaited its moment. Now, it's yours for the taking. And you can adopt a strategic,

long-term perspective as this 5.5 acre expanse generously grants you both time and space to manifest your Grand

Designs, be it a self-sustaining haven, a family legacy of a home, or natural sanctuary for truly tranquil living. Set against

the backdrop of national parkland with John Forrest National Park butting up against the western boundary, those who

yearn to be surrounded by nature will be thrilled to call this place home. Is there any better place to raise your children

with an appreciation of the world around them? However, you won't be denying anyone connection or community here,

with schools nearby, shopping just in Mundaring or Midland, incredible sporting facilities and clubs, public transport, and

local attractions like the Parky Tavern , and Red Hill Auditorium just around the corner. This is your opportunity to shape

your dream lifestyle within this enchanting slice of paradise. Features Include:• Rare 5 ½ acre block in exclusive Hills

estate• Surrounded by established & beautiful properties• Backing onto national parkland• Mainly bush block with some

timber clearedFind your elysium. For more information on 1815 Wedgetail Circle Parkerville or for friendly advice on any

of your real estate needs please call Tonnie Rebbettes on 0414 364 327.


